
Robert Smith 
Credit Processor

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Demonstrated ability to meet high volume goals. Outstanding 
organizational skills and the ability to work effectively in a fast-paced, and 
detail-oriented environment. Excellent interpersonal and customer service 
skills; a flexible team player with the ability to handle multiple tasks 
simultaneously in an organized manner.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Credit Processor
ABC Corporation -   November 2013 – June 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Recieved application e-mails from brokers/ISOs and input the 
information from their applications into our database system which 
when submitted will then pull merchant credit and score the profile for a
business capital loan.

 Correspondence through e-mail or inbound/outbound phone calls with 
the broker or merchant to answer any questions in regards to status 
and/or additional information needed.

 Reviewed the credit profile, input financial data for review pending the 
credit analyst who then underwrites the loan.

 Assisted Sales manager in managing the partnered brokers/ISOs system
and sending out the loan documents for the broker and merchant to 
sign.

 Sent out daily letters for qualifying loans ready for additional loan 
opportunities to the merchant.

 Processed high levels of supplemental credit reports to help in the 
closing of mortgage loans.

 Verified and checked the accuracy of information being reported by the 
credit bureaus in order to resolve any discrepancies.

Credit Processor
Delta Corporation -   2012 – 2013 

Responsibilities:

 Demonstrate organizational skills and ability to manage details Ensure 
credits are properly applied and maintain customer accounts Configure .

 Strong communication with customers, creditors, and credit reporting 
agencies for researching and accurately updating trade lines on Tri-
Merge and .

 Expert in analyzing credit profiles with Trans Union, Equifax, Experian, 
Business Credit and Dunn &amp; Bradstreet Effective collector on 
accounts up .

 Pioneered a refund project, with new collection techniques and 
improved customer service strategies, leading higher collection rates.

 Maintained ledgers for outsourced collectors.
 Expert in analyzing credit profiles with Trans Union, Equifax, Experian, 

Business Credit and Dunn &amp; Bradstreet Effective collector on 
accounts up .
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Excellent 
Communication, 
Microsoft Word, 
PowerPoint, Excell, 
Netsuite, Chrome, 
Firefox, Multi-Line Phone 
System, Customer 
Service Representative.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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 Pioneered a refund project, with new collection techniques and 
improved customer service strategies, leading higher collection rates.

Education

Diploma - (Edmonds Community College)
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